Dear Sanoj Kumar Jha

I am writing regarding maiden Regulation on Transmission Planning, hearing today and have the following suggestions to make:

1. In section 23.1 (j), the scenarios should be developed only after characterising the market scenarios. An added step to statistically characterise market scenarios should be added. (Develop distribution functions for different uncertain variables from the past data).

2. When defining the Transmission plan in section 22, all the types of upgrades will have correlation to each other. An interconnection upgrade could effect the reliability upgrade of a region. There should be a proper section defined to take care of the coordination between different objectives.

3. Transmission planning has been known to effect the prices and should be properly used to make the market fair. Proper section to analyse the market power effect, transmission planning has on GENCOs should be addressed.

4. With privatisation of generation side: effect of transmission switchg on market power and proper generation-transmission coordination needs to be addressed.
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